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what are
the benefits?

Cloud ERP solutions are more accessible and 

more mobile than their traditional on-premise 

counterparts. Companies can upload and access 

data in real-time via the cloud, from any device 

with an Internet connection, allowing for greater 

collaboration among departments.

what is Cloud 
ERP software?

Cloud ERP is Software as a Service that allows 

users to access Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

software over the Internet. Cloud ERP generally 

has much lower upfront costs, because computing 

resources are leased by the month rather than 

purchased outright and maintained on premise.

2 your guide to a successful Cloud ERP Implementation

If you’d like to discuss requirements for a personalised project, 
please call Kinspeed on 01246 437 000 for a 100% free consultation!

Are you tired of struggling with ageing 
disconnected business systems, fragmented 
reporting and never-ending IT costs?

Switching to Cloud ERP software will enable you to reduce costs, 
streamline key processes, boost productivity and be more competitive.



the implementation process
Kinspeed follow six core steps to implement a Cloud ERP system for your business.  

The whole process can take as little as three months start to finish.
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Initial Configuration Initial Configuration 
and Data Migration to and Data Migration to 
Test SystemTest System

Every business scenario will be 

plotted out, and those needs 

will be translated into best 

practices such as distribution, 

finance and CRM.

In-depth Configuration In-depth Configuration 
and Test Casesand Test Cases

Every piece of data from 

your old system is now in 

your Cloud based system 

and the dedicated users 

start testing the systems ERP 

functionalities.

Go Live and Post Go Live Go Live and Post Go Live 
Support from KinspeedSupport from Kinspeed

Your company is officially 

running the software for the 

first time! Kinspeed will ensure 

you have full post go live 

support.

Kick Off Meeting Kick Off Meeting 
and Establish Teamand Establish Team

We will arrange a meeting to 

map out high level goals, pick 

a dedicated team and discuss 

the overall project scope.

Dedicated Team Dedicated Team 
Undertakes System Undertakes System 
TrainingTraining

The dedicated team starts 

to see new enhancements, 

and discusses if there are any 

missing process gaps.

End User TrainingEnd User Training

The entire company starts 

getting trained on your newly 

implemented Cloud ERP 

system.
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